
 

Yes, that's right. Pattu lyrics are not just for the Mappila community anymore. The written form of the art form is available for
everyone to enjoy. And along with more people getting access to Pattu lyrics, singers are also gaining a platform to share their
talent with the world, making more songs available online through streaming services or YouTube videos. With this wave of new
opportunities in sight, it’s important to highlight some of these amazing resources available on the internet. This article will
focus on three websites which offer free access to Mappila Pattu Lyrics PDFs - https://www.mappilapattulyrics.com/,
http://www2tamilpattuproject. blogspot.in/ and http://mappila.info Mappila Pattu Lyrics.com is considered the very first
website to offer free access to Mappila Pattu Lyrics, which can be found at https://www.mappilapattulyrics.com/ . It was
founded by Saraswathy Subramaniam who also happened to be one of the first researchers of Mappilai Pattukal, a novel
compiled by her father late Vemaswara Subramaniam in 1976. The website also offers a free Mappila Pattu mobile app for
Android and iOS users. This website features lyrics of multiple artists from across the globe who have recorded their songs
using the lyrics written by the website’s team of lyricists. http://www2tamilpattuproject. blogspot.in/. This is a newer website,
running since June 2017, which offers a platform for new aspiring singers to record their songs using the lyrics written by its
team of lyricists. The library of Mappila Pattu is presently limited in size, however it is being constantly updated with new songs
being added every week. http://www.mappila.info/ . This is a compilation of Mappila songs lyrics written by Dr. VAJEB BABU.
Here you can find the lyrics of the most popular Mappilai Pattu which are sung during wedding, engagement ceremonies and
other important occasions in Malabar region of Kerala state, India. https://www.mappilapattulyrics.com/ . Brings all Mappila
Pattukal lyrics online for everyone to enjoy free of cost with its simple to use search filter facility which allows users to find
their favorite pattukal or artist within seconds either through searching lyrics or singer name. Mappila Online is an online-based
music platform which offers modernized version of the traditional Mappila Song Pattu format. The songs are recorded using
voice recording format with lyrics written in English. The website normally consists of song downloads along with music videos,
where it also hosts concerts and gigs, which are regularly updated. Kerala Pattukal has been sung by artists from across the globe
as a form of popular music during different events such as weddings and religious ceremonies. Other than performing live
onstage or at wedding events, Mappila songs have been recorded on vinyls and cassettes for those who prefer to listen to their
favorite songs on a regular basis.
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